Fall 2016 Textbook/Course Materials List (required and recommended)
First posted June 1, 2016

[Changes made after first posting will be noted in red with date of change]
Compiled from information provided by instructors of LIS courses, the following list has been
published for your convenience. Every effort was made to list the information in its entirety; it should
be noted, however, that this list may not be complete nor definitive and may be subject to change
before the start of the semester. List will be updated as new information is received.
Textbooks, etc. may be purchased from these campus facilities, unless otherwise noted. (The links
are to that bookstore’s online ordering system.)
Illini Union Bookstore (IUB), 809 S. Wright, Champaign. (217) 333-2050
(http://uofibookstore.illinois.edu/buy_main.asp)
TIS Bookstore, 707 S. Sixth Street, Champaign. (217) 337-4900
(http://tisbookui.com/SelectTermDept.aspx)
LEEP (online) courses use Blackboard Collaborate and students are required to use a USB Headset
Microphone when participating in the LEEP class sessions. See
http://groups.lis.illinois.edu/itdweb/bbcollaborate/index.php for further information and
tutorial.

- LIS/INFO/MACS 202 AL1 [on-campus] – Lori Kendall (loriken@illinois.edu)
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

- LIS 351 A [on-campus] – Jeff Ginger (ginger@illinois.edu)
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

- LIS 390 CC [on-campus] – Damian Duffy (d Duffy@illinois.edu)

- LIS 403 AG & AU [on-campus] – Betty Bush (ekbush@illinois.edu)
  (ALL REQUIRED)
  9780545700276.
Brimmer, Larry Dane. Birmingham Sunday. (Orbis Pictus Honor for Outstanding Nonfiction
  9781250034106.


- **LIS 446 AG & AU [on-campus]** – Elizabeth Hoiem (hoiem@illinois.edu)
  
  List not yet available.

- **LIS 446 LE [LEEP]** – Elizabeth Hoiem (hoiem@illinois.edu)
  
  List not yet available.

- **LIS 451 A4 [on-campus]** – Wolske, Martin (mwolske@illinois.edu)
  
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

- **LIS 452 AG /AU [on-campus]** – Martin Wolske (mwolske@illinois.edu)
  


- **LIS 452 LE [LEEP]** – Elizabeth Wickes (wickes1@illinois.edu)
  


- **LIS 458 LEA [LEEP]** – Melissa Wong (mawong@illinois.edu)
  

- **LIS 490 DB [on-campus]** – John Gough (jgough2@illinois.edu)
  

- **LIS 490 DBL [LEEP]** – Kevin Trainor (trainor1@illinois.edu)

- **LIS 490 EGL/EGC [LEEP]** – Adrian Brown (abrown54@uic.edu)

- **LIS 490 IA3/IA4 [on-campus]** – Masooda Bashir (mnb@illinois.edu)
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

- **LIS 490 IDS [on-campus]** – Victoria Stodden (vcs@illinois.edu)
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

- **LIS 490 SMU/SMG [on-campus]** – Damian Duffy (dsduffy@illinois.edu)
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

- **LIS 490 TEG [on-campus]** – Dave Mussulman (mussulma@illinois.edu)

- **LIS 490 TEL [LEEP]** – Amanda McLellan (ahartma2@illinois.edu)

- **LIS 490 YSL [LEEP]** – Rachel Magee (rmmagee@illinois.edu)

- **LIS 501 A [on-campus]** – Jodi Schneider (jschneider@pobox.com)
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.
- **LIS 501 B [on-campus] – Maria Bonn** ([mbonn@illinois.edu](mailto:mbonn@illinois.edu))
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

- **LIS 501 C [on-campus] – Dave Dubin** ([ddubin@illinois.edu](mailto:ddubin@illinois.edu))
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

- **LIS 501 LEA/LEB [LEEP] – Linda Smith** ([lcsmith@illinois.edu](mailto:lcsmith@illinois.edu))
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

- **LIS 502 A [on-campus] – Bonnie Mak** ([bmak@illinois.edu](mailto:bmak@illinois.edu))
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

- **LIS 502 B [on-campus] – Melissa Ocepek** ([mgocepek@illinois.edu](mailto:mgocepek@illinois.edu))
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

- **LIS 502 LEA [LEEP] – Kate Williams** ([katewill@illinois.edu](mailto:katewill@illinois.edu))
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

- **LIS 502 LEB [LEEP] Kathryn LaBarre** ([klabarre@illinois.edu](mailto:klabarre@illinois.edu))
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

- **LIS 504 A [on-campus] – Jessica LeCrone** ([jlecrone@illinois.edu](mailto:jlecrone@illinois.edu))


- **LIS 504 B [on-campus] – Beth Woodard** ([bswoodar@illinois.edu](mailto:bswoodar@illinois.edu))

• **LIS 504 LEA/LEB [LEEP]** – Jeanne Puacz ([jpuacz@illinois.edu](mailto:jpuacz@illinois.edu))

• **LIS 505 LE [LEEP]** – Melissa Wong ([mawong@illinois.edu](mailto:mawong@illinois.edu))

• **LIS 506 A [on-campus]** Carol Tilley ([ctilley@illinois.edu](mailto:ctilley@illinois.edu))
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

• **LIS 506 LEA [LEEP]** Carol Tilley ([ctilley@illinois.edu](mailto:ctilley@illinois.edu))
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

• **LIS 507 LEA [LEEP]** – Bobby Bothmann ([bothmann@illinois.edu](mailto:bothmann@illinois.edu))

• **LIS 507 LEB [LEEP]** Dennis Quinn ([dpquinn@illinois.edu](mailto:dpquinn@illinois.edu))

• **LIS 508 LEA [LEEP]** Anne Barnhart ([anneb@illinois.edu](mailto:anneb@illinois.edu))
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

• **LIS 508 LEB [LEEP]** Mary Munroe ([mhmunroe@illinois.edu](mailto:mhmunroe@illinois.edu))
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

• **LIS 518 A [on-campus]** Kate Williams ([katewill@illinois.edu](mailto:katewill@illinois.edu))
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

• **LIS 519 LE [LEEP]** – Virgil Varvel ([vvarvel@illinois.edu](mailto:vvarvel@illinois.edu))

• **LIS 530 C [on-campus]** – Christopher Condill ([condill@illinois.edu](mailto:condill@illinois.edu))
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

• **LIS 530 M [on-campus]** – Atoma Batoma ([batoma@illinois.edu](mailto:batoma@illinois.edu))
**LIS 531 LE [LEEP] – Cheryl Thompson** ([cathomps2@illinois.edu](mailto:cathomps2@illinois.edu))
No required or recommended texts to purchase.

**LIS 542 A [on-campus] – Miles Efron** ([mefron@illinois.edu](mailto:mefron@illinois.edu))

**LIS 543 A [on-campus] – Jon Gant** ([jongant@illinois.edu](mailto:jongant@illinois.edu))
No required or recommended texts to purchase.

**LIS 546 LE [LEEP] – Emily Knox** ([knox@illinois.edu](mailto:knox@illinois.edu))


**LIS 549 A [on-campus] – Terry Weech** ([weech@illinois.edu](mailto:weech@illinois.edu))
No required or recommended texts to purchase.

**LIS 560 LE [LEEP] – Stephen Downie** ([jdownie@illinois.edu](mailto:jdownie@illinois.edu))
No required or recommended texts to purchase.

**LIS 561 A [on-campus] – Dave Dubin** ([ddubin@illinois.edu](mailto:ddubin@illinois.edu))
No required or recommended texts to purchase.

**LIS 562 A [on-campus] – Jerome McDonough** ([jmcdonou@illinois.edu](mailto:jmcdonou@illinois.edu))
No required or recommended texts to purchase.

**LIS 567 LE [LEEP] – Melissa Wong** ([mawong@illinois.edu](mailto:mawong@illinois.edu))

**LIS 569 LE [LEEP] – Bob Burger** ([rburger@illinois.edu](mailto:rburger@illinois.edu))


Course packet for LIS_469LE_ (Consists of selected U.S. public library financial statements which are available on the web and are not copyright protected). This will be supplied to the bookstore by July 1, 2016. *(REQUIRED).*

- **LIS 580 LE [LEEP] – Sid Berger** ([Sidney.berger@simmons.edu](mailto:Sidney.berger@simmons.edu))

- **LIS 581 A [on-campus] – Anke Voss** ([ankevoss@illinois.edu](mailto:ankevoss@illinois.edu))

- **LIS 581 LE [LEEP] – Melissa Salrin** ([msalrin@illinois.edu](mailto:msalrin@illinois.edu))

- **LIS 582 A [on-campus] Jennifer Teper** ([jhain@illinois.edu](mailto:jhain@illinois.edu))

- **LIS 584 A [on-campus] Scott Schwartz** ([schwrtzs@illinois.edu](mailto:schwrtzs@illinois.edu))
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

- **LIS 585 A [on-campus] – Terry Weech** ([weech@illinois.edu](mailto:weech@illinois.edu))
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

- **LIS 586 LE [LEEP] – Jerome McDonough** ([jmcdonou@illinois.edu](mailto:jmcdonou@illinois.edu))
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

- **LIS 587 A [on-campus] – Alistair Black** ([alblack@illinois.edu](mailto:alblack@illinois.edu))
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

- **LIS 590 ABR [on-campus] – Yoo-Seong Song** ([voosong@illinois.edu](mailto:voosong@illinois.edu))
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.
- LIS 590 AC and ACL [Hybrid]– Yoo-Seong Song (yoosong@illinois.edu)
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

- LIS 590 AV [on-campus]– Jimi Jones (jjones@illinois.edu)
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

- LIS 590 BBL [LEEP]– Andrew Hout (ahout@illinois.edu)
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

- LIS 590 BP/BPL [HYBRID]– Alistair Black (alblack@illinois.edu)
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

- LIS 590 DC1/DCL [HYBRID]– Bertram Ludaescher (ludaesch@gmail.com)
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

- LIS 590 DTL [LEEP]– Vetle Torvik (vtprvol@illinois.edu)

- LIS 590 ERL [LEEP]– Steve Oberg (soberg@illinois.edu)
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

- LIS 590 G [on-campus]– Charles Wright (cdwright@illinois.edu)
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

- LIS 590 HB [on-campus]– Bonnie Mak (bmak@illinois.edu)
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

- LIS 590 II/IIL [HYBRID]– Mike Twidale (twidale@illinois.edu)


- **LIS 590 LWL [LEEP] – Diane Kovacs** *(diane@kovacs.com)*
  
  *Strongly Recommend:* Graph Paper (for laying out CSS design)

Required textbooks are available as e-books through UIUC Libraries (Safari) - [http://www.library.illinois.edu/lsx/findit/Ebooks.html](http://www.library.illinois.edu/lsx/findit/Ebooks.html) direct link - [http://proquest.safaribooksonline.com.proxy2.library.illinois.edu/](http://proquest.safaribooksonline.com.proxy2.library.illinois.edu/)


- **LIS 590 MMM [on-campus] – Lori Kendall** *(loriken@illinois.edu)*
  
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

- **LIS 590 MY [on-campus] –Rachel Magee** *(rmmagee@illinois.edu)*
  


- **LIS 590 NA [on-campus] – Jana Diesner** ([jodiesner@illinois.edu](mailto:jodiesner@illinois.edu))

No required or recommended texts to purchase.
• LIS 590 SDP [on-campus] – Victoria Stodden (vcs@illinois.edu)
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

• LIS 590 SML [LEEP] – Jinseok Kim (jkim362@illinois.edu)
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

• LIS 590 TR [on-campus] – Peter Darch (ptdarch@illinois.edu)
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

• LIS 590 TYL [LEEP] – Peter Bushell (pbushel@ilstu.edu)
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.